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Abstract—The research on the business models is a hot topic in recent years. It is an interesting problem to study the business model of the service. There are three kinds of models related: classical service models, Business process (BP) models and the enterprise business (EB) models in management. However, none of them covers all the properties of the service business model. In this paper, we define the business model of the service as the combination of four kinds of strategies and name it as the service pattern. We also propose a language named Service Pattern Description Language (SPDL) covering all the elements involved in these strategies. We formulate the language syntax and two basic extraction rules assisting economic analysis. Furthermore, we extend Business Process Model Notation (BPMN) to support SPDL, which is named BPMN for Service Pattern (BPMN4SP). The example of Mobile Application Platform is studied in detail for a better understanding of SPDL.

Index Terms—service pattern, service model, business model, business process, value creation and economic analysis;

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the competition between businesses is not the competition of products but the competition of business models, just as Peter F. Drucker, the master in management, had said.

Taobao is a typical modern service company in China, which is established in 2003. The online mall (http://www.taobao.com) is the primary business of Taobao. Taobao does not sell any goods, but it provides a platform service to sellers and attracts buyers. This business model is called C2C (Customer to Customer) in e-business. Taobao does not charge sellers for the basic platform service. The advertisement and the value-added services (e.g. Web site decorating service) are the major sources of income. Since the trading volume arrives 17.2 billion yuan (nearly 2.7 billion dollars) in a single day, Taobao now is the biggest online mall in China. The trading data (logs) is now valuable helping to analyze the customer behaviors. The magic of this business model attracts lots of researchers studying the business model in recent years. There are three basic questions on the business model:

- Q1: What is the business model of the service (e.g. Taobao)?
- Q2: How to analysis the business model of a special service?
- Q3: How to modify and re-design the business model of the service for a better benefit?

To address Q1, we define the business model of the service as the combination of four kinds of strategies: Resources Allocating (RA), Activities Organizing (AO), Shareholders Coordinating (SC) and Productions Designing (PD). We name the business model of the service as the Service Pattern.

There are three kinds of models related to address Q2.

- Classical service model concentrates on the service function and quality. And it does not cover the business strategy and business process.
- Business process (BP) model defines the business process. Both BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) [1] and BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) [2] [3] solve the problem of business modeling and process optimization, achieve a great success in the last few years. However, the economic elements (e.g. Resources) are not defined clearly in BP.
- Enterprise Business (EB) model in management is a hot topic. EB do good in assisting analyzing the business strategy while poor in process analysis. And EB cannot figure out the relation between the business processes with the business strategy.

To address Q2, we extract four basic elements from these four strategies: resource from RA, activity from AO, role from SC and entity from PD. In this paper, we propose a language named Service Pattern Description Language (SPDL) covering these elements. Furthermore, we propose two basic analyzing tools based on SPDL. The SPDL is a high-level language.
which can bridge the gap between BP and EB. For better implementation, BPMN4SP is introduced which extends the basic BPMN with the elements of SPDL. We replace the definition of resource and activity in BPMN. We have studied the basic idea of Artifact-Centric Business Process Model (Artifact BP) [4] and introduced the entity life cycle into our model.

To solve Q3, we need to address Q1 and Q2 at first. Both Q1 and Q2 are discussed in this paper while Q3 is left for the future work.

The paper makes the following technical contributions:

- The concept of service pattern is defined as the business model of the service and define service pattern by 4 kinds of strategies (RA, AO, SC and PD).
- A service pattern modeling language SPDL and two basic economic analyzing rules are proposed in this paper. SPDL covers four kinds of basic elements (Resource, Activity, Role and Entity) in strategies (RA, AO, SC and PD). Furthermore, SPDL bridges the gap between the business process and the enterprise business model.
- BPMN4SP is introduced as an extension of BPMN and Artifact BP. BPMN4SP implements SPDL and extends the usage scope of BPMN.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a motivating example of our research. The Service Pattern Description Language (SPDL) is formulated in section III. Two basic analyzing rules are proposed in Section IV. Section V introduces the BPMN4SP and the detail comparison with BPMN. Section VI discusses the complete service example of Mobile Application Platform. Section VII reviews the related works. Finally, section VIII concludes this paper and provides an outlook on possible continuations of our work.

II. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Considering a Mobile Application Platform Service (MAP, for short). The Mobile Application (APP, for short) is a kind of executable program deployed on Smart Mobile Phones (such iPhone and Android Phone). An application can (in most cases) only be deployed on one kind of Mobile Phone Operating System (e.g. IOS, WP or Android). Applications are developed by Developers. The Developer is a role in our discussion.

Along with the Developer, another important role is the Customer who purchases for APPs. However, in most cases, the Developer does not sell its APPs to the Customer directly. The Developer puts its APPs on a market, which is the third dropping point, that is the market platform.
important role: the **Platform**. The **Platform** collects huge amounts of APPs, presents them in sequence of their rankings, and provides the purchasing channel for the **Customer**. Once a **Customer** has bought an APP from the **Platform**, the fee will be allocated to **Platform** and **Developer** by some ratio. A famous example of **Platform** is the **APP Store** of Apple Inc. There are over 40 billion downloads from **APP Store** and over 500 million active users.

The **Advertiser** is another interesting role in this service. The **Advertiser** puts some advertisements in the APP by purchasing to the **Developer**. Sometimes, the software company places the advertisements about its own APPs. In this situation, the software company plays two roles: the **Developer** and the **Advertiser**. Fig. 1 presents the business process of MAP service by the notations of BPMN. We use the mark of resources in this figure, which is defined in BPMN4SP and not in BPMN. If we use BPMN to model this process, the **Advertiser** would have only one activity and we could not get more information about how the **Advertiser** earns money from this activity. However, once we declared the resources, we can find out that, **Advertiser** earns by investing money on the presentation of advertisements and promoting the benefit of the advertisement. Therefore, we need a new model with resources and roles defined clearly to support quantitative service pattern analysis.

### III. Service Pattern Description Language

This section formulates the key syntaxes and basic notions of SPDL. Fig. 2 presents the relation of basic notions by UML diagram. There are 4 basic elements (Resource, Activity, Role and Entity) in service pattern strategies (RA, AO, SC and PD). A role class owns many resources and an entity class has many attributes and states. The concept of activity is redefined by adding roles and attributes. The step denotes the execution order, from one activity to another.

![UML diagram of basic notions](image)

#### A. Basic Set

We assume the existence of the following pairwise disjoint countable infinite sets: \( \mathcal{T}_p \) of **primitive types**, \( \mathcal{C}_E \) of entity classes (names), \( \mathcal{A}_T \) of attributes (names), \( \mathcal{S} \) of entity states, \( \mathcal{ID}_{CE} \) of (entity) identifiers for each class \( \mathcal{C}_E \in \mathcal{C}_E \), \( \mathcal{CR}_E \) of role classes (names), \( \mathcal{RE}_E \) of resources (names), \( \mathcal{A} \) of activities (names), \( \mathcal{BR} \) of business rules. A **type** is an element in the union \( \mathcal{T} = \mathcal{T}_p \cup \mathcal{C}_E \).

The **domain** of each type \( t \) in \( \mathcal{T} \), denoted as \( \text{DOM}(t) \), is defined as follows:

- if \( t \in \mathcal{T}_p \) is a primitive type, the domain \( \text{DOM}(t) \) is some known set of values (integers, strings, etc.);
- if \( t \in \mathcal{C}_E \) is an entity type, \( \text{DOM}(t) = \mathcal{ID}_t \).

#### B. Entity

**Definition 3-1.** An entity class is a tuple \((\mathcal{C}_E, \mathcal{AT}, \tau, Q, s, F)\) where \( \mathcal{C}_E \in \mathcal{C}_E \) is an entity class name, \( \mathcal{AT} \subseteq \mathcal{AT} \) is a finite set of attributes, \( \tau : \mathcal{AT} \to \mathcal{T} \) is a total mapping, \( Q \subseteq \mathcal{S} \) is a finite set of states, and \( s \in Q, F \subseteq Q \) are initial, final states (resp.).

**Definition 3-2.** An entity instance of entity class \((\mathcal{C}_E, \mathcal{AT}, \tau, Q, s, F)\) is a triple \((e, \mu, q)\) where \( e \in \mathcal{ID}_{\mathcal{C}_E} \) is an identifier, \( \mu \) is a partial mapping that assigns each attribute \( AT \in \mathcal{AT} \) an element in its domain \( \text{DOM}(\tau(\mathcal{AT})) \), and \( q \in Q \) is the current state.

The concept of entity covers the business data objects. We may denote an entity class \((\mathcal{C}_E, \mathcal{AT}, \tau, Q, s, F)\) simply as \( \mathcal{C}_E \). A class \( \mathcal{C}_{E2} \) is referenced by another class \( \mathcal{C}_{E1} \) if an attribute of \( \mathcal{C}_{E1} \) has type \( \mathcal{C}_{E2} \). Similarly, an identifier \( e_2 \) is referenced in an entity instance \( e_1 \) if \( e_2 \) occurs as an attribute value of \( e_1 \).

**Example 3-1.** In MAP, APP is an important entity. The APP class and APP instance are presented in Table I. The APP instance we used here, is Angry Birds. Its state is on sale, meaning that it is available on **APP store**. Its price is 0, meaning that this version is free. Its ID is id391231.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APP Entity</th>
<th>An APP instance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTRIBUTES:</td>
<td>ATTRIBUTES:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name:string</td>
<td>name: Angry Birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quantity:int</td>
<td>quantity: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price:float</td>
<td>price: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>version:int</td>
<td>version: 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sales:int</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### C. Resource

Before defining the role, we define the resource at first. The resources are those valuable in the process. There are four basic kinds of resources.

- The **financial** resource is the money in each form.
- The **fixed** resource includes the houses, office equipment, etc.
A condition is stateless if it contains no state atoms.

Example 3-3. An example of a condition is as follows:

\[ \text{DEFINE}(\text{id391231}, \text{APP.price}) \land \text{on sale}(\text{id391231}) \]

The condition is the combination of two atoms. The price of id391231 has been defined. id391231 is in the state of on sale.

### G. Activity

**Definition 3-7.** A activity over schema \( \Gamma \) is tuple \((n, V_{Er}, V_{Ew}, V_{Rr}, V_{Rw}, M, P, E)\), where \( n \in \mathcal{A} \) is an activity name, \( V_{Er}, V_{Ew} \) finite sets of variables of entity classes in \( \Gamma \), \( V_{Rr}, V_{Rw} \) finite sets of variables of role classes in \( \Gamma \), \( P \) a condition over \( V \) that does not contain NEW, \( M \) a partial mapping from \( V_{Er} \) to \( V_{Ew} \), and \( E \) a conditional effect.

\( M \) describes the mapping that which input attributes influenced each output. Considering a sequence of input attributes \( x_1, ..., x_k \) and output attributes \( y_1, ..., y_l \) \((k, l \geq 1)\). \( M \in R^{k \times l} \) is a matrix.

\[ M_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } x_i \text{ to } y_j \text{ is a mapping in } M \\ 0 & \text{elsewise} \end{cases} \]

We denote \( M(i,j) = M_{i,j} \).

Example 3-4. In MAP, an example of purchasing APP is presented in Table III. An entity instance (id391231) is used and two roles, namely id231441, id231357 have participated in this activity. This activity reads the price and sales of APP as input attributes. It reads the financial resource of customer and platform (resp.) as input resources. The Mapping relation is that the sales of APP influence itself. The Pre-condition consists of 3 parts:

1) this APP has declared its price;
2) the price of APP should be smaller than the mount of customer’s money;
3) and the APP is in the state of on sale.

There are 3 effects of this activity:

1) the sales of APP increases 1,
2) the money of platform increases,
3) the money of customer decreases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROLE EXAMPLE: DEVELOPER AND DEVELOPER INSTANCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESOURCES:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor:float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial:float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed:float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invisible:float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The labor resource is the resources of available manpower.
- The intangible resource includes the brand and information resources.

We define the type of each kind resource as the basic float type for simplification.

### D. Role

**Definition 3-3.** A role class is a triple \((C_R, RE, \tau)\) where \(C_R \in \mathcal{C}_R\) is the role class name, \(RE \subseteq \mathcal{R}E\) is a finite set of resources, \(\tau : RE \rightarrow T\) is a total mapping.

**Definition 3-4.** The role instance of role class \((C_R, RE, \tau)\) is a two-tuple \((r, \mu)\) where \(r \in \text{ID}_{C_R}\) is an identifier, and \(\mu\) is partial mapping that assigns each resource \(RE \in RE\) an element in its domain \(\text{DOM}(\tau(RE))\).

In SPDL, the key characteristic of the role is owning resources (financial, fixed, labor and intangible resources). And it is quite different from the concept of participant in BP. An independent software company is a role but a software engineer is only a participator.

**Example 3-2.** In MAP, there are 4 roles: Customer, Developer, Platform and Advertiser. Table II presents a developer role and an instance, whose ID is id391231.

### E. Schema

**Definition 3-5.** An entity schema is a finite set \(\Gamma_E\) of entity classes with distinct names such that every class referenced in \(\Gamma_E\) also occurs in \(\Gamma_E\). The role schema followed \(\Gamma_E\) is a finite set \(\Gamma_R\) of role classes with distinct names such that every class referenced in \(\Gamma_E\). The schema is a finite set \(\Gamma = \Gamma_E \cup \Gamma_R\).

### F. Atom

**Definition 3-6.** An atom over a schema \(\Gamma\) is one of the following:

1) boolean expression,
2) \( t_1 = t_2 \), where \( t_1, t_2 \) are instances of entity class (or role class) \(C\) in \(\Gamma\),
3) \( \text{DEFINED}(t, D)\), where \( t \) is a instance of entity class \(C\) and \(D\) an attribute in \(C\) or \(t\) is a instance of role class \(C\) and \(D\) a resource in \(C\),
4) \( \text{NEW}(t, D)\), where \( t \) is a instance of entity class \(C\) and \(D\) an entity typed attribute in \(C\) or \(t\) is a instance of role class \(C\) and \(D\) an entity typed resource in \(C\) or,
5) \( s(t) \) (a (state) atom), where \( t \) is a instance of entity class \(C\) and \(s\) a state of \(C\),
6) \( \neg c\), where \( c\) is an atom, and
7) \( c_1 \land c_2 \) and \( c_1 \lor c_2 \), where \( c_1, c_2 \) are atoms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACTIVITY EXAMPLE</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Purchasing APP

| Entity: | id391231:APP |
| Role: | id231441:Customer, id231357:Platform |
| Write Attributes: | id391231.Price/id391231.sales |
| Write Resources: | id231441.Financial, id231357.Financial |
| Mapping Relation: | id391231.Sales → id391231.Sales |
| Pre-Condition: | \( \text{DEFINE}(\text{id391231.Price}) \land \text{id391231.Price} \leq \text{id231441.Financial} \land \text{on sale}(\text{id391231}) \) |
| Effect: | \( \text{id391231.Sales} = \text{id391231.Sales} + 1 \land \text{id231357.Financial} = \text{id231357.Financial} + \text{id391231.Price} \land \text{id231441.Financial} = \text{id231441.Financial} - \text{id391231.Price} \) |
IV. A. Information Flow

Definition 3-8. Given a schema $\Gamma$ and a set of activities $A$, a business rule is an expression with one of the following two forms:

- "If $\varphi$ invoke $\sigma(x_1, ..., x_k; y_1, ..., y_l; x_{r1}, ..., x_{r_m}; y_{r1}, ..., y_{r_n})$", or
- "If $\varphi$ change state to $\phi$".

where $\varphi$ is a condition over variables $x_1, ..., x_k; y_1, ..., y_l; x_{r1}, ..., x_{r_m}; y_{r1}, ..., y_{r_n}$, $\sigma$ an activity in $A$ such that $x_1, ..., x_k$ are all entity variables to be read, $y_1, ..., y_l$ are all entity variables to be written, $x_{r1}, ..., x_{r_m}$ are all role variables to be read, $y_{r1}, ..., y_{r_n}$ are all role variables to be written, and $\phi$ a condition consisting of only positive state atoms over $y_1, ..., y_l$.

IV. ANALYZING TOOLS

Here are two basic analyzing tools: the information flow and value flow. The information flow concentrates on the data influence relation in the process which identifies how one attribute influences others. The value flow is the well-known approach in business administration to organize the work that a role conducts to achieve its business goals. Both information flow and value flow can be extracted from the basic process defined by SPDL. The information flow determines the transferring of important data while the value flow identifies the important activities inverting values. The quantity of each resource can be calculated by the data from the information flow.

A. Information Flow

Definition 4-1. An attribute $AT_1$ is referenced by another attribute $AT_2$, (denote $AT_1 \prec AT_2$) if and only if there is at least an activity $A$ which reads $AT_1$ as the input value, modifies $AT_2$ and $M(A; AT_1, AT_2) = 1$.

Definition 4-2. Considering an attribute set $AT$, we assume that the set $AT^{+1}$ represents the set of attributes which is referenced by each attribute in $AT$. $AT^{+1}$ is the positive first order attributes of $AT$.

First Order Attributes Decision Rule. $\forall AT \in AT^{+1}, \exists AT' \in AT$ such that $AT \prec AT'$.

Cascading Decision Rule. $\forall AT_1 = AT'_2, AT_2 = AT'^{-1}$.

We denote the positive second order attributes $AT^{+2} = (AT^{+1})^{+1}$. Similarly, we defined the positive n-th order attributes

$$AT^{+n} = \begin{cases} AT, & n = 0; \\ (AT^{n-1})^{+1}, & n > 0. \end{cases}$$

And we defined the negative n-th order attributes

$$AT^{-n} = \begin{cases} AT, & n = 0; \\ (AT^{-(n-1)})^{-1}, & n > 0. \end{cases}$$

An n-th order attributes is the set: $AT^n = AT^{+n} \cup AT^{-n}$.

B. Value Flow

Definition 4-4. A value flow is a two-tuple $(F_v, A_v)$ where $F_v \subseteq F$ is the step set, and $A_v \subseteq A$ is the activity set.

Value Flow Extraction Rule.

$$\forall A \in A_v, \exists F \in F_v; A.V_R = \{\} \text{ and } A.V_{RW} \neq \{\}.$$  

such that $F.A_f = A_1$ and $F.A_i = A_2$.

B. Value Flow

Definition 4-4. A value flow is a two-tuple $(F_v, A_v)$ where $F_v \subseteq F$ is the step set, and $A_v \subseteq A$ is the activity set.

Value Flow Extraction Rule.

$$\forall A \in A_v, \exists F \in F_v; A.V_R = \{\} \text{ and } A.V_{RW} \neq \{\}.$$  

such that $F.A_f = A_1$ and $F.A_i = A_2$.

The extraction rule provides a basic value flow with important resources and activities. The detailed quantitative analysis on value flow can be found in section VI.

V. BPMN4SP

The BPMN4SP (BPMN for service pattern) is the extension of BPMN 2.0 [2] [3] for better support of SPDL. As mentioned in Table IV, there are three major extensions.

1) The entity extends the concept of Data Object with states. The entity can be created and modified from one state to another, and archived at last. The process is the life cycle of the entity. In the model of Artifact BP [5], the data with its life cycle is called artifact and we use the entity instead. The entity class must be declared in the head of BPMN and entity instances are defined in the process.

2) The participator is replaced by the role in our extension. The essential difference between participator and role is that role owns resources and takes its resources into the service process to create (promote) values. Instead, the concept of participator can not distinguish resources and normal attributes.

3) We extend the definition of activity with the reading and writing on the attributes of entities and the resources of roles (resp.)

Table IV provides the detailed extension of BPMN4SP on BPMN.
TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BPMN2.0</th>
<th>BPMN4SP EXTENDS BPMN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Object</strong></td>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPMN2.0</td>
<td>Basic Data object for Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Partner Entity or Partner Role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resource</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task</strong></td>
<td>Atomic activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity</strong></td>
<td>Work performed within process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. The 2-order attributes information flow of feedback

**VI. Case Study**

This section discusses the example of MAP in detail. To analyze the value creation of each role in MAP, we format the process, which is presented in Fig. 1.

A. Information flow analysis

With the help of extraction rule defined in section IV, we can extract the n-th order attributes from origin process in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is the second order attributes analysis result on feedback. In Fig. 3, part A is the information flow on second order attributes of feedback and part B is the attributes influence diagram. We can find out that feedback is influenced by the quality and price directly. And the feedback has an impact on the sales of APP by the influence of its ranking.

B. Value flow analysis

With the defined resources and roles, the value flow can be extracted from origin diagram by extraction rule defined in section IV. Fig. 4 presents the value flow of MAP.

To quantitative analysis the value flow of each role, we study the value flow of the Advertiser. The value creation process can be divided into three parts.

- Investment phase is the first step. The Advertiser uses 10 to buy fixed resources, 500 to employ programmers and 30 to pay the advertising fee to the Developer. The relative value of financial resource is \((-10) + (-500) + (-30) = -540\) now.
- Creation phase is the second step. The Advertiser designs the advertisement and implants into APP. In this step, 5 of 10 fixed resources and all 500 labor resources are used. The value promotion from the APP is 50. So the relative intangible resource is now \(500 + 5 + 50 = 555\).
- Reward phase is the last step. The Advertiser converts the value of the advertisement (555) to income. The financial resource is now \(-540 + 555 = 15\).

After the three steps, we can find that the labor and intangible resources are not changed but financial and fixed resources increased. The last result is depicted in Fig. 5. With the help of the value flow, we can now understand that the Advertiser earns by such a process and the return on investment is \((15+5)/(10+500+30) = 3.7\%\). The discussion on how to calculate each resource changing with the influence of activities and how to re-allocate the resources to get a higher
return are beyond the scope of this paper. It will be presented in the future work.

![Diagram of Advertiser value flow](image)

**Fig. 5. Advertiser value flow**

We have studied 62 enterprises from 355 public companies in the Growth Enterprise Market (GEM), China and analyzed their service pattern [6]. The GEM is the Second-board Market which is very similar to the NASDAQ Stock Market. We have extracted out six kinds service pattern: The Long tail service pattern, Multit platforms service pattern, Free service pattern, Secondary innovation service pattern, Un-bundling service pattern and Systematic service pattern.

**VII. RELATED WORK**

The technical results in the paper are closely related to three kinds of models: classical service model, business process model and enterprise business model.

**A. Classical Service Model**

Cassado [7] introduces a model for the business transaction of web services. Vaculin [8] hold the same opinion with us that data should not only be treated as the input and output. It is possible and necessary to define the behavior of data. A web data and artifact centric system (W-DAS) is proposed, in which data are treated as business artifacts in Vaculin’s work. However we go further in this way, we not only introduce the business artifact but also defined the resources and roles to support quantitative economic analysis. Chien [9] proposes a comprehensive service pattern model assisting the design and composition of services. However the service pattern model (Chien’s for short) is quite different from ours. Chien’s is used to simplify the composition process and enable flexible pattern-based reuse. It is similar to workflow template. Our service pattern is used to analysis value creation and promotion of each participator. Duan [10] proposes Service Value Broker (SVB) pattern. SVB is a special design pattern with the concept of value introduced. However it does not take the value creation of different particulars into consideration. Liang [11] presents and elaborates the concept of web service usage pattern. The web service usage pattern is a 3 level hierarchy structure including user request level, template level and instance level. However the resource and role are not formulated in this model. SAP [12] proposes a famous service modeling language named USDL (Unified Service Description Language) which plays a major participant in the Internet of Services to describe tradable services. However, USDL lacks the resource perspectives and it cannot support the necessary economic modeling and analyzing of the service pattern.

**B. Business Process**

The research on business process is the foundation of our work. Bhattacharya [4] formulates the artifact-centric business process model. Estanol [13] uses UML to represent each element in artifact-centric model. Richard [14] provides a brief survey on artifact-centric model. The artifact centric model is used in our work to present the life cycle of the entity. However, artifact cannot directly used to analysis the value creation, because it does not distinguish the resources with attributes. It is not possible to extract the value flow since all the data are represented as attributes.

There are many research results in business process including: Reijgers [16] discusses the declarative model of business process and proposes a research agenda for the development of modeling approach. Wong [17] provides the process semantics for BPMN. Russell [18] extends BPEL with the human task considered. Rodriguez [19] extends BPMN with data quality considered. Tzivikou [20] proposes a language for modeling business terms, which is named SeDL-C. The business process is the foundation of service pattern model. We extend BPMN2.0 to support the elements of value creation and reserve most of characteristics about business process. YAWL [21] [22] [23] is a famous workflow modeling language which is based on Petri. Aalst studies 20 workflow patterns and lays a solid foundation for the work flow pattern analysis. Furthermore, the different perspectives are also proposed in the literature. However, our work steps further and unifies three flows of three perspectives. DYNO [24] is another interesting notation to help platform providers in creating services. It is the specialized model for the platform instead of a universal one and it cannot satisfy the requirements of other service providers.

**C. Enterprise Business Model**

There are plenty of works about the economic analysis of enterprise business model in the research of management. Amit [25] defines how firms manage their transactions with stakeholders such as customers, partners, investors, and suppliers. It is the foundation of business model research. Magretta [26] believes that the business model is constructed on the field of business strategy. The similarities and difference between business model and service pattern is as follows:

- Both business model and service pattern are motivated to figure out how the stakeholder earns money by playing a specific role and taking some activities in business process. The essential destination of these researches is to assist modifying or re-designing the business model to get a better benefit.
- Both business model and service pattern are concentrated in the role. Based on these model, it is possible to provide some suggestions on resources allocating for a better benefit.
- Business model is an economic model while service pattern is a computer model. The former interests in economic effect and the latter focus on the relation between the business process and value creation.
Gordijn [27] [28] proposes a famous e-business modeling tools: e3-value. It is an important trial for building an information model of business model. E3-value focuses on the value flow of e-business. It achieves great success and lays the foundation for our work. However, our work makes a trial to unify more perspectives (the control flow perspective and the data perspective) which cannot be reflected in e3-value. And we believe that the information about the data (the attributes of the entity) are extremely important to explain the value creation and promotion.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, we address the problems of defining the business model in the service and providing basic quantitative analyzing tools (namely Q1 and Q2 in section I). We define the service pattern as the combination of 4 kinds of strategies (Resources Allocating, Activities Organizing, Shareholders Coordinating and Productions Designing). Finding that the existing research methods (service model, business process and enterprise business model) cannot cover these strategies and solve the Q2, we propose a new modeling language SPDL. SPDL consists of 4 basic language elements extracting from strategies (resource from Resource Allocating, activity from Activities Organizing, role from Shareholders Coordinating and entity from Productions Designing). Based on SPDL, an information flow analyzing tool and a quantitative value flow analyzing tool are proposed. Furthermore, we extend BPMN to BPMN4SP with the 4 basic elements considered to support SPDL. The BPMN4SP distinguishes resources with normal data and replaces the concept of the participator by the role. An example of Mobile Application Platform Service is studied in detail. The future work will mainly focus on three directions: studying the relation between the information flow and the value flow; discussing the allocation of resources in the value flow and developing the program to design service pattern.
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